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3 C. Box 551 \b
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h ar Mr. Cavanaugh:

Tre Thermal Hydraulics Section of the Core Perfo.mance Branch has conducted
a cartial of your ANO-2 Cycle 2 Reload Report and supporting documents and
has identified a need for additional information as set forth in the enclosure.

21 ease contact us if you have questions regarding the items noted in the
at:losure. -

Sincerely,

"[( (.Lc'

Ro/ un.b Ibert A. Clark, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3 ,

Division of Licensing

Er:losure:
As stated
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:c: See next page
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Arkansas Power & Light Cocpany

.

cc:

Mr. David C. Trimble Director Criteria and Standards Division
Manager, Licensing Office of Radiation Progracs (ANR-460)
Arkansas Power & Light Corlany U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
P. O. Box 551 Washington, D. C. 20460
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

U.S. Envircnmental Protection Agency
Mr. James P. O'Hanlon Region VI Office
General Manager ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
Arkansas Nuclear One 1201 Elm Street
P. O. Box 608 . First International Building
Russellville, Arkansas 72801 Dallas, Texas 75270

.

Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Babcock & Wilcox
Nuclear Power Generation Division
Suite 420
7735 Old Georgetown Road Director, Bureau of Environmental
Bethesda, Maryland 20014 Health Services

4815 West Markham Street
Nick Reynolds Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

c/o DeBevoise & Liberman
1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

.

Arkansas Polytechnic College
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

Honorable Ermil Granti

i Acting County Judge of Pepe County
Pope County Courthouse
Russellville, Arkansas 72801

>

| Mr. Paul F. Levy, Director
Arkansas Department of Energy

-

i

3000 Kavanaugh
Little Rock, Arkansas 72205

Mr. Charles B. Brinkman
Manager - Washington Nuclear

Operations
C-E Power Systers
4853 Cordell Avenue, Suite A-1

. Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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OUESTIONS ON ANO-2 CYCLE 2 RELOAD' APPLICATION

. Thermal Hydraulics Section
~

. Core Performance Branch, DSI

Tr e following question > .-elate to reports CEN-143 and CEN-139

492.1 It was understood that the CETOP code was developed as a CE Thermal
On-Line Program. However, the Appendix A of CEN-143 refers to
the CETOP as a design thermal margin program. Is the CETCP used as
a design analysis tool for the ANO-2 core?

192.2 Provide a complete description of the CETOP program methodology,
algorithm and its usage for ANO-2 Cycle 2 reload.

.

192.3 In the CETOP program, the transport coefficients of pressure,
enthalpy and axial velacity associated with turbulent interchange
are used in conservation equations. Describe how these coefficients
are obtained. Provide sensitivity studies'of DNBR vs these
coefficients. What are the values of these coefficients used in
CETOP2?

192.4 In the 3-D lumped subchannel modelling, how are the hot assembly;

and hot channel selected? How is it assured that the selected hot
channel is the hottest channel that has minimum DNBR? During an
operating transient, how does the model handle the situation where
the hottest channel may move to another channel?

192.5 The CETOP code uses a prediction-correction method, as opposed "

to the iterative method used in the TORC, to solve the finite.

1 difference equations of the conservation laws. How is it guaranteed
that there is no instability problem?

192 .6 The core inlet flow distributions are determined from reactor
rodel experiments for CE type cores. Is the inlet flow split held
constant during operating transients?

291.7 Provide comparison between the CETOP and TORC results that cover
i the whole spectrum of operating conditions. Provide an assessment
; of accuracy on the CETOP code. Justify any reduction in scope of ~

this assessment from that provided in the T&H supplement to CENPD-170
with respect to the original CPC software.

.
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492.8 In the CETOP2, two correlations of curve fits used for-void fraction
,

calculations fit the Martinelli-Nelson void fraction model.-
However, there are discrepancies in the range of applicability of
these correlations as shown below:

OUALITY RANGE OF APPLICABILITY
Correlation
Coefficient TORC CETOP2 CETOP2

Table B-1 Programming

ALL's 0.01< X <0.1 0.02< X <0.2 X <0.2

ALH's 0.1< X <0.9 0.2< X <0.4 0.2,< X
_

.

Which is the right q ality range of applicability? What is the
pressure range? Jastify any simplifying assumptions applied in
the CETOP2 software.

492.9 Provide justifications for choosing the Martinelli-Nelson void
fraction model over other models such as homogeneous, slip flow or

~

drif t flux models. Is subcooled boiling considered?
.

492.10 What correlation is used for the two-phase multiplier for frictional
pressure drop calculations? Provide a comparison of data and the
result of your curve fits.

492.11 What correlation is used for the subcooled boiling two-phase ~

multiplier for frictional pressure drop.

492.12 Provide a comparison between the saturated liquid properties and
the curve-fit results. What is the range of applicability of
pressure?

492.13 In the calculation of core and hot assembly inlet conditions, a
flow measurement adjustment term, M ERR, is added to the coolant
mass velocity calculation. Is this adjustment in the non-conserva-
tive direction? If so, provide justification.

492.14 In the core inlet flow split calculation, the algorithm results
in the same value of hot assembly flow separation f actor (FSPLIT)
regardless of operatir.g conditions such as ASI, primary pressure
and coolant temperature. Justify the value of 0.78 used for flow
separation factor.

492.15 How is the value of rower uncertainty factar of 1.012 obtained
for DNBR calculatica?

.
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492.29 ' Provide a iuantitative assessment of DNBR mar gin (and equivalen*
power margin) gainsd as a result of proposed methodology changes
for ANO-2 Cycle 2 versus ANO-2 Cycle 1. The assessment should
include a tabulation of the individual components of the gain
(e.g. , use of SCU, CETOP/CE-1 vs COSM0/W-3, etc.). Explair, the -

impact of the margin gain on plant operating limitations.
.
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The following questions relate to ANO-2 Cycle 2 reload report submittals
(February 20 and March 5, 1981).

.

.

Section 6-

492.30 Clarify the Statement: .

Steady state DNBR analyses of Cycle 2 at the rated power level of
2815 MWT have been performed using the TORC computer code described
in Reference 6-1, the CE-1 critical heat flux correlation described

in Reference 6-2, the simplified modeling models described in
Reference 6-3, and the CETOP code described in Reference 6-4.

.

Which code, TORC /CE-1 or CETOP/CE-1, has been used for each of the
steady state DNBR analysis?

Sectis.: 6.2

192.31 Supplement.3P to CENPD-225P Fuel and Poison Rod Bowing, June,1979,
is not an approved document. Accordingly, it is the staff's
position that the rod bow penalty currently specified in Technical
Specification 4.2.4.4 shall be appli able to Cycle 2 operation.
Please indicate c,.noliance with this position and discuss the method
of implementing t.1e position.

Section 7
,

192.32 Identify the transient for which the following statement applies:

If the Cycle values of key parameters for a particular event are
bo.unded by the reference cycle using the same analytical procedures,
then no reanalysis is required.

Section 7.1.10

l 192.33 Does ANO-2 have Asymmetric Steam Generator Transient Protection
l trip (ASGTP) similar to Calvert Cliffs Unit I?

Has this ASGTP been previously approved for ANO-2?
;

"
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Technical Specifications - Section 11.0

Change No. 7, Technical Soecification No. 2.1.1.1

492.34 Is the change in methodology from COSM0/W-3 to TORC /CE-1 or
CETOP/CE-17

Chance No. 31, Technical Specification No. 3.2.4

492.35 Provide a discussion of the analyses performed to define the
proposed Figure 3.2-4. -

Chance No. 32. Technical Soecification No. 3.2.6
: .

492.36 Justify replacir.g Technical Specification 3.2.6, page 3/4.2-11 into
Technical Specifications 3.2.6, 3.2.7, and 3.2.8 with respect to
how the new specifications will support the initial conditions
used for the LOCA analyses and DNBR analyses.

Chance No. 37, Techt,ical Soecification No. 3.3.1-1

492.37 Discuss the bases for the change from 8% to 11% of rated thermal
'

power.
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